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London and New York in the 1920s and the
mood is one of optimism. A new modernity is
born with a frivolity and sparkling glamour that
feels intoxicating. The Bright Young Things as
characterised by F Scott Fitzgerald in
The Great Gatsby.
Syrie Maugham is decorating London’s drawing
rooms with an innovative and glittering palette
of white and muted mauves, dusky pinks and
smoky blue, while Dorothy Draper colours the
salons of New York with her trademark
exuberant florals - all evoking a new glamour for
the modern age.

FREYA - Painterly flowers tumble in glamorous chalky colours float on
iridescent white silk.

PIOVENE - Smart, elegant stripes woven in pure silk.

OPHELIA - Timeless bouquets of elegant flowers softly printed on a
cotton percale with a smart trellised ground.

It is from this vivid setting that the Spring
Collections draw their inspiration. The colour
palette is entirely new – muted yet lively, soft,
chalky tones of cloud, blossom, jade and mauve
are accented with charcoal and indigo on pure
sparkling white to herald a new mood.

MELUSINE - The timelessness of lace printed on a beautiful pure linen
wide width voile.

SERAPHINA - Simply beautiful sprays of flowers in delicate colours
digitally printed on a softly tumbled linen.
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CELESTE - Exquisitely drawn studies of blossom and buds in an array
of decorative vases on a marbled ground, softly coloured in with
muted washes.

CELESTE

PORTIA - Layers of vintage damask printed on heavy tumbled linen.

PORTIA

VIOLA

VIOLA - A voluptuous celebration of flowers richly painted in powdery
mauve, rose and aquamarine on a soft off white linen.

VALMARANA

OCTAVIA

VALMARANA - Wide stripes on a chunky textured matka silk for
glorious heavy curtains.

OCTAVIA - A dramatic, rich painting of exuberant flowers digitally
printed with touches of carmine and ochre on a neutral linen ground.
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